Creative Arts Team

We would like to welcome you to the Creative Arts Team page. It is our goal to work with your child in conjunction with the academic teams to help create a more well rounded child!

TEACHER:
Sra. Monica Smack / Spanish Teacher
monica.smack@pgcps.org

CLASSES:
- Intro to Spanish
- Spanish I
- Spanish II

GRADING POLICY:
- Assessment 45%
- Classwork 35%
- Homework 20%

TEACHER:
Mr. Richard Hensel / Health Teacher
richard.hensel@pgcps.org

CLASSES:
- Health

GRADING POLICY:
- Assessment 30%
- Classwork 50%
- Homework 20%

TEACHERS:
Julie Czechanski / Physical Education Teacher
julie.czechanski@pgcps.org

Terrence Brennen / Physical Education Teacher
terrence.brennen@pgcps.org

Kiana Pierce / Instrumental Music/Gen Music
kiana.pierce@pgcps.org

CLASSES:
- Physical Education

GRADING POLICY:
- Assessment 20%
- Classwork 70%
- Homework 10%

TEACHERS:
Linda Porter / Vocal / Gen Music Teacher
linda.porter@pgcps.org

Jamille Giles / Avid Teacher
jamille.giles@pgcps.org

Lynnell Randall / Avid Teacher
lynnell.randall@pgcps.org

CLASSES:
- Creative Writing

GRADING POLICY:
- Assessments 50%
- Classwork 25%
- Homework 25%

TEACHER:
Jacinda Smith / Creative Writing Teacher
jacinda.smith@pgcps.org

CLASSES:
- Creative Writing Across Genres

GRADING POLICY:
- Assessments 50%
- Classwork 25%
- Homework 25%